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Understanding Terrestrial Ecosystem Response
to Antarctic Climate Change
The McMurdo Dry Valleys Terrestrial Observation Network:
An NSF Workshop; Portland, Oregon, 14–15 July, 2012
International observing platforms, such
as the Arctic Observing Network (AON)
and the Southern Ocean Observing System
(SOOS), have become a primary method
for detecting the long-term effects of climate change on complex ecosystems.
Based on the success of this model for
research coordination, a workshop was
held in Portland, Oregon, in July 2012, with
support from the U.S. National Science
Foundation (NSF) Office of Polar Programs
Antarctic Integrated Systems Science program, to develop criteria for the implementation of a McMurdo Dry Valleys Terrestrial
Observation Network (TON).
The McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica
(78°S, 162°E) are a natural laboratory for
studying climate change impacts on terrestrial ecosystems because they experience extreme seasonality (illuminating
phenological impacts) in a location near
the physical limits of life (where ecological responses to change are large). The
Dry Valleys are one of the last locations on
Earth where “pre-Anthropocene” ecosystem processes can be documented to provide a baseline against which the impacts
of climate change can be measured.
To design requirements for the Dry Valleys TON, a group of about 40 investigators convened from the United States,
Canada, New Zealand, Korea, and Australia, representing the biological and Earth
sciences, data management, environmental managers, and program officers
from Antarctic national programs. The
workshop received input on the design
and implementation of Arctic monitoring networks, including key insights into
methods for harmonizing historical measurements between national programs.
Then the workshop divided into specialist
groups (physical processes, biogeochemistry, community structure, and environmental management) to address topics
related to development of the TON.

Throughout the workshop, there was a
strong consensus that the Dry Valleys are on
a threshold for change, and that the coordination of long-term terrestrial observations
in an urgent international priority. Although
some T
 ON-like measurements are ongoing,
participants identified a need for new sensor
networks, remote- sensing data acquisition,
and field sampling programs. Additionally,
observational records and methods need to
be made compatible and shared between
national programs.
Therefore, workshop participants developed four key components for moving forward. First, a list of the key physical and biological processes that must be measured in
order to detect ecosystem-level responses to
environmental change was established (e.g.,
spatially resolved monitoring of the control
of ground temperature on primary productivity and rates of biogeochemical cycling). Second, participants drafted a consensus list of
standards and protocols for measuring these
processes. Third, an information management system was outlined that can account
for the different types of data housed in the
TON and the required infrastructure for making them accessible. Finally, a list of short-
and long-term assessment activities (e.g., integrated trampling metrics) was developed to
inform questions about the efficacy of current environmental management policies in
the McMurdo Dry Valleys Antarctic Specially
Protected Area. The workshop concluded
with the participants committed to working
toward a McMurdo Dry Valleys TON by establishing short-term benchmarks and soliciting
the support of all Dry Valleys investigators
and national programs to help coordinate
new and existing science events, logistics,
and data streams.
—Joseph Levy, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oreg.; E-mail: jlevy@coas.oregonstate.edu; W. Berry
Lyons, Ohio State University, Columbus; and Byron
Adams, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
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This column announces upcoming meetings and symposia of interest to Earth and space sci
entists. To submit an announcement for the Geophysical Year Meetings Calendar, go to http://
www.agu.org/cgi-bin/geosoc/cal-submit?cal=gycal. There is no fee for these brief listings.
■■21–22 May 2013 2013 International Stormwater and Urban Water Systems Modeling Conference, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Sponsors:
Computational Hydraulics International; others.
(Stephanie Cressman, 147 Wyndham St. North,
Guelph, ON L3Y 6Z1, Canada; Tel.: +1-877-464-
9 675; E -mail: stephanie@chiwater.com; Web site:
http://w ww.chi- conference.com). Abstract deadline is 1 February 2013.
■■13–16 May 2013 Workshop on Seasonal to
Decadal Prediction, Toulouse, France. Sponsors: Météo-France; CNRS; CERFACS; others.
(George Boer, CCCma, Environment Canada,
c/o University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8W 2Y2,
Canada; E -mail: george.boer@ec.gc.c a; Web site:

http://w ww.meteo.fr/cic/meetings/2013/s 2d/).
Abstract deadline is 15 February 2013.
■ ■2 0–2 5 May 2013 DSSAT 2013—International Training Program. Assessing Crop
Production, Nutrient Management, Climatic Risk and Environmental Sustainability With Simulation Models, Griffin, Georgia,
USA. Sponsors: DSSAT Foundation; Washington
State University; University of Florida; University of Georgia. (Gerrit Hoogenboom, AgWeatherNet, Washington State University, Prosser, WA
99350, USA; Tel.: +1- 5 09-7 86- 9 371; Fax: +1- 5 09-
768- 9 370; E - m ail: gerrit. hoogenboom@wsu.edu;
Web site: http://w ww.ugagriffincontinuinged
.com/d ssat)

What’s on the Web?
Read the latest offerings from the AGU Blogosphere:
Dan’s Wild Wild Science Journal: “Ring
around the radar” (http://goo.gl/wSQTu)

The Landslide Blog: “A round-up of recent
landslide stories and incidents” (http://goo
.gl/Bb5se)
Mountain Beltway: “Inside the French
Thrust” (http://goo.gl/gVjeb)
Georneys: “LASI V: Dr. Volcano in the Cave
of Crystals, Naica, Mexico” (http://goo.gl/
kEC5E)
Mountain Beltway: “Hoerikiwaggo Trail 1:
the hike” (http://goo.gl/d7x2n)

Jeffrey T. Kiehl Receives
2012 Climate Communication Prize
Jeffrey T. Kiehl was awarded the 2012 Climate Communication Prize at the AGU Fall
Meeting Honors Ceremony, held on 5 December 2012 in San Francisco, Calif. The Climate
Communication Prize is funded by Nature’s Own, a purveyor of fossils, minerals, and
handcrafted jewelry based in Boulder, Colo. The prize honors an “AGU member-scientist
for the communication of climate science, and highlights the importance of promoting
scientific literacy, clarity of message, and efforts to foster respected and understanding of
science-based values as they relate to the implications of climate change.”
Citation
Jeffrey Kiehl’s career has been marked by
exceptional accomplishments with identifiable
impacts in both scientific understanding of climate and leadership of national and international research programs. He has made seminal research contributions to our understanding of many aspects of climate variability and
climate change, and he is recognized internationally as a leading climate modeler. For his
contributions, Jeffrey has received numerous
professional awards. He is a Fellow of both the
American Geophyscial Union and the American Meteorological Society.
Building on his immense foundation of scientific research, Jeffrey is a leading communicator of climate science, in part because of
his profound interest in the human treatment
of the natural world. Much of the last decade
of Jeffrey’s professional career has been dedicated to promoting climate science literacy to
a wide range of the public sector. He has organized many professional meetings and discussions on this topic. He has spoken about climate science to groups including executives
of the fossil fuel industry, petroleum geologists, renewable energy businesses, and religious organizations. He has presented to the
National Organization of Information Technologists and Librarians, the international
Mensa association, senior citizen groups, and
a large number of psychology groups. Jeffrey
co-organized and co-led a recent meeting
in Portland, Oreg., aimed at bringing diverse
communities together to discuss existing divisions around climate change. He organized a
highly successful Aspen Global Change Institute workshop that included speakers from
the fields of philosophy, psychology, religious
studies, filmmaking, and anthropology.
Jeffrey’s presentations employ images
and narratives that are specific to these
diverse audiences. He has tended to the
important tenet in communications that
one must properly frame information for a
specific audience. His presentations typically explore both the science and psychological dimensions of communicating climate change science. Importantly, Jeffrey is
extremely dedicated to teaching other scientists, especially those early in their careers,
how people may resist the message of
anthropogenic climate change and how one
can work through these resistances.
In his presentations, Jeffrey not only presents climate change science in a way that
is accessible to the public but also includes
the audience in the process by asking them
to share their personal feelings about the
issue. This process allows the listeners to
become an integral part of the learning process, an approach that has enabled those
who are initially resistant to the message
of climate change to open up. Jeffrey has
not only brought the science of climate
change to the public but also has worked
on approaches to improving how we communicate climate science. His unique background as both a climate scientist and psychologist has provided the framework for
this novel work in science communication.
In summary, Jeffrey Kiehl is one of the
top climate scientists in the world, and he
is passionate about communicating climate
science to a diverse range of audiences.
He is committed to helping other scientists
improve their communication skills. Jeffrey
is an extremely deserving recipient of the
Climate Communication Prize from AGU.
—James W. Hurrell, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo.

What is causing the weird ring of rainfall
in this weather radar image? The question
is asked by AGU meteorologist blogger Dan
Satterfield of Dan’s Wild Wild Science Jour
nal. It is not rain but melting ice in the air,
which is a good radio wave reflector.
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Response
I thank James Hurrell for his gracious citation of my work on communicating climate
science to the public. I am deeply moved
by his summary of my work over these past
years. It clearly reflects how passionately
I feel about this work and how important

Jeffrey T. Kiehl

Meetings

communication is for our field. I thank the
Prize Committee for their recognition of my
work and Nature’s Own for supporting this
important AGU prize. As climate scientists, I
feel we have a duty to convey our research
to the public in meaningful ways. This is
especially true given that much of our scientific research is supported by tax-paying citizens. I also believe there is a moral imperative to communicate our research to the
world. Our understanding of the significant
climatic changes occurring now and those
that will occur in the future places a great
burden on all of us as scientists. We cannot
hold onto our science like some protected
treasure but must convey both the facts and
the serious implications of our science to
more than just our peers.
Unfortunately, in today’s world, our various approaches to communicating the science of climate change are often confronted
with a very sobering social and political reality, a reality that seems less than receptive to
science, in general. It is easy to get discouraged amidst the apathy, distortion, and personal threats focused on the communication
of climate science. I admire those in our community who have chosen to work so hard
to communicate climate science to society
and who have been attacked professionally
and personally by those who don’t want the
facts of climate change to leave the pages of
peer-reviewed journals. We must continue to
deliver the best science in the best ways to
the public. Interestingly the word “communication” holds within it the root “common,”
deriving from “public” and “shared by many.”
So, by definition, to communicate means to
share with the public.
Over the past several years, I have experienced the thrill of sharing science with
the public, from speaking to small groups
of the elderly up to organizations including hundreds of people. For the most part,
I have found a deep civility among the public. I believe the majority of people want
more information on the science of climate
change. I also believe we can develop better
ways to convey these facts. Perhaps it is my
training in psychology that led me to begin
to ask not just what people thought about
climate change but what they felt about
the issue. In asking about people’s feelings
I found a whole new dimension to climate
communication. I continue to enjoy exploring new ways to frame climate science in
ways that better connect people to the issue.
I am especially pleased to see so many
young scientists yearning to learn new ways
to communicate science to the public. If the
people want to hear more about the science,
and scientists want to work on providing this
science, then there is hope for our future.
—Jeffrey T. Kiehl, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo.
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